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Polarization of nuclear spins due to the passage of a strong current of hot electrons through a semi
conductor located in strong crossed electric and magnetic field is considered. A set of kinetic equa
tions, which are nonlinear with respect to the electric field, is solved for the interacting electrons 
and nuclei in the Fokker-Planck approximation. Expressions are obtained for the induced polariza
tion of nuclei as a function of the Mach number of the electron current for various mechanisms of 
scattering of the momentum, energy and magnetization of the hot electrons. 

1. Feher and Clark [lJ have shown that the flow of a 
strong direct current in a semiconductor placed in 
crossed electric and magnetic fields can lead to an ap
preciable increase of the stationary magnetization of 
the nuclear spins. This phenomenon is caused by the 
fact that the mechanisms and the characteristic relaxa
tion times of the momentum, energy, and magnetization 
of a flux of hot electrons are in general different, and 
this leads to a deviation of the spin degrees of freedom 
of the electrons from equilibrium with their orbital 
motion. The interaction of such a nonequilibrium dis
tribution of the conduction electrons with the spins of 
the nuclei leads to a deviation of the nuclear magneti
zation from the thermodynamic-equilibrium value. This 
deviation depends on the scattering mechanisms of the 
momentum, energy, and magnetization of the hot elec
trons and on the nuclear-spin relaxation mechanisms. 

A theory of this effect, as applied to the case of high 
conduction-electron density, when the decisive role in 
their kinetics is played by interelectron collisions, was 
constructed in [2J. In the case of low concentrations it 
is impossible in general, to use the effective values of 
the kinetic and spin temperatures, and the nonequili
brium distribution function of the hot electrons should 
be obtained from a kinetic equation which is nonlinear 
in the electric field and takes into account scattering 
process with and without conservation of the spin 
orientation. 

We shall consider here an electron gas and strong 
crossed electric (OEO) and magnetic (OOH) fields, in
teracting with acoustic phonons, impurities, and nu
clear spins. The interelectron collisions are disre
garded. The magnetic field is assumed to be strong in 
the sense that w0 > G3, where w0 = eH/mc is the cy
clotron frequency and w is the average momentum
scattering frequency of the electron flux. In this case 
the kinetic equation for the conducting electrons is 

iva=~ (1-Pvcr,v•cr•)[W;'ph(v'o'Jvo)+ W,i•(v'cr'Jvo) 
v'IJ',q 

w,,~h(v'o-'Jvcr)= 2nfi-!JU~h(v'o-'Jvo-) I'[(Nq+ i)fv•a·-Nqfw]· 
X ll(ev'a•- eva -liQq + liqxV), 

w .• i•(v'o-'lvo-) = 2nfi-!JU,i•(v'cr'ivo) I'Nj(fv•cr• 

- /vcr]6(ev•a•- eva+ liqxV), 
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W,d•(v'o'Jvo) = 2nh-1 JU,d•(v'o-'ivo-) i'(ncrfv·o· 

- na.fvcr)li(ev•a•- eva~- (a'- o)t.d + hqxV), 

W,n•(v'o-'Jvo-) = 2nfl-IJUm•(v'o-'Jw) 1'(1\'afv•a• 

- !Va•/w)·li(ev•o•-eva- (cr'- cr).t.n + liqxV). 
{2) 

Here fva, Nq, na, and Na are respectively the distri
bution functions of the conduction electrons, photons, 
magnetic-impurity spins, and nuclear spins; Ni is the 
concentration of the nonmagnetic impurities; 
Paf3(a,{3)=({3,a) and ~( ... J ••• ) arethematrix 
elements of the harmonic components of the scattering 
potentials with wave vector q, the indices s, ph, i, d, 
and n pertaining respectively to the conduction elec
trons, phonons, nonmagnetic impurities, magnetic im
purities, and nuclear spins; Eva= Ev + aas are the 
eigenvalues of the kinetic-energy operator in the ab
sence of an electric field; V = cE/H; a, a' = ±1 are 
the spin quantum numbers; nq = sq is the phonon fre
quency, s is the speed of sound, and 2Ad,s,n 
= gd,s,n J..~<JH are the Zeeman splittings for the spins of 
the magnetic impurities, conduction electrons, and 
nuclei ( J..~<J-Bohr magneton, gi -spectroscopic splitting 
factors). 

The kinetic equation for the populations of the nu
clear Zeeman sublevels are written in the form 

N _Nnexp(-o-t.n/T) 
oa- 2ch(t.n/T) ' 

(3) 

Nn is the concentration of the nuclear spins, Wnl is 
the frequency of the relaxation of the magnetization of 
the nuclei as a result of their interaction with the 
lattice, and T is common temperature of the system 
prior to turning on the electric field. 

2. To find the stationary solutions of the system (1) 
and (3), we represent the conduction-electron distribu
tion function in the form 

fva =/(eva)- crt.,S(eva)iJj(eva) / iJew. (4) 

The function S ( E) corresponds to the saturation 
parameter of the electron-paramagnetic-resonance 
theory based on the concept of spin temperature, and 
describes the deviation of the effective magnetic field 
acting on the spins of the electron with energy E from 
the value H. The expression for S (E) is determined 
by the scattering mechanisms of the hot electrons in 
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the semiconductor. The function S (E) can be related 
with the fluctuation of the longitudinal magnetization 
oM ( E) of the electrons with energy E: 

S(e)= ~M(e), x(e)=- (~·flo )zg(e) 8/(0_, (5) 
x(e)H 2 / oe 

g (E) is the state density of the conduction electrons. 
The functions f (E) and S (E) can be obtained from the 
system (1) and (3). 

Multiplying (1) by o (Eva - E) and ( %) JJogsao 
x (Eva - E), respectively, and summing over all the 
quantum numbers, we obtain in the stationary state 

L; [ 1- cxp { (evcr- ev•cr') !_}] L; W;q (v'a' jva)il(Evcr- e)= 0, 
v'cr', va, q ' i)e I (6) 

L; [a- a' exp{ (Evcr- ev•cr•) :} J L; f1/;7(v'a'jva)8(evcr- e)= 0. 
v'a',\'a,q e i (7) 

The index i numbers here the interaction mechanisms. 
In the case of small scattering inelasticity (which is 
valid for all mechanisms considered in the present 
paper) :nnq/E' « 1 and Ad, An/€ « 1, where € is 
the average energy of the conduction electrons; expand
ing the differential operators exp (Eva - Ev'a') ajaE in 
powers of the operation (Eva- c.v'a') ajaE, we obtain 
from (6) an equation for the differential energy balance 
of the conduction electrons 

j(e)E = P(e), 

where 
j(e) = isph(e) + j,;(e) + isd(e) + isn(e), (8) 

v'cr',vcr,Q 

2ne2a4 q of(e) 
"'""- - 1-.- L; qx'i Usph(v'a'jva) i'Nq--1\(ev•cr•- e 

L v'o',vo,£J iJe 

- nQ" + nq,V)o(evcr- e), (9) 

j8;(e) = ea2 L; qxWs;q(v'a'iva)i\(evcr- e) 
v'o',va,q 

2Jie2a4 "" . of(e) 
"""--~- .,6 qx'jU,;q(v'a'jva) I'N;--6(ev•cr• 

fl v'a' vo q ae 
·_: e+ hqxV)b(evcr- e), (10) 

j,,J(o) = ea' L; qxWsdq (v'a' Iva) ll(evcr- e) 
v'o',vrr,u 

2ne2a 4 8/(e) 
"""--h- L qx'iUsdq(v'a'jva) l'ncr---a;-0(€v•cr·- e 

v'v',va,Q 

-(a'- a)!'.<~+ nqxV)o(evu- e); (11) 

isn (e)= ea' ~ qxWsdq(v' a'jva)o(evcr- e) 
v'u',vc,q 

-(a'- a)An + nqxV)<'l(evcr- e) (12) 

are the densities of the dissipative conduction-electrons 
currents due to different scattering mechanisms, the 
total current being 

j= f dej(e.), 
en 

a2=-. 
elf 

P (E) is the energy given up by the conduction electrons 
with energy E per unit time in the inelastic scattering 
by phonons ( Psph (E)), magnetic impurities ( Psd (E)), 
and nuclear spins ( Psn (E)), respectively: 

P(e) =Psph(e) +Psd(e) +Psn(e), 

Psph(e)= L; hQqH';',h(v'a'jva)<'l(evcr- e) 
v'a',va,Q 

v'L•',vcr,Q 

[ Q f (e) J 2nl'ld2 "' 1 
""" T-- + f(e) --- .2J (a- a')'IUsdq(v'a iva) I' 

oe fiT v'cr', vcr, q 

(13) 

· nd0 (Bv•-•·- e- (a'- a)L'>d + hqx V)l\ (evcr- e); (15) 

1'", (e)= L L'>n (a'- a) W,n q (v' a' !va) I> (eva- e) 
v'o',yry,q 

(16) 

In the expressions for the dissipative currents and the 
power loss of the hot electrons, we have neglected the 
contribution of the function S ( E), assuming that 
S ( E) As « €. Thus, the function f ( E) is determined 
directly from the differential equation (8). To find the 
function S (E) we transform (7) in similar fashion; in 
the lowest order in the inelasticity of the scattering 
this yields 

L; (a-a') LWiq(v'a'iva)i\(evu-e)=O. (17) 
v'o',\'cr,q 

Finally, from (3) we obtain the following expression for 
the relative increase I* of the nuclear magnetization, 
due to the interaction between the nuclei and the hot 
electrons: 

I' = .Z.: aN cr j L ai\'oa, 
a a 

I • l ( L'>n \.1,- Wns (E) = ct 1 1 - J -1-- - -
\ T '2::!+ Ulns(E)-i-Wrl{ Ulns(E)---1-UJn/ 

Wnz (18) 

where 
(19) 

is the frequency of the relaxation of the nuclear mag
netization on the hot electrons; we have introduced 
above the notation 

'\''o',\'O,q 

-(a'- a)L'>n +nqxV), a= 1,2,3, 

Pt =a- a', p, = a(a- a'), p, = (a- a')'. 

3. The system of equations (8), (17), and (18) is 
valid both in quantizing magnetic field tiw 0 ). € and in 
the classical regions tiwo <<'E. We confine ourselves 
here to the case tiwo < T and Wo > w, when the quan
tization of the orbital motion of the conduction electrons 
can be neglected. We then have in the foregoing formu
las ( v, v') = (p, p'), and Ev = p2/2m. We furthermore 
take into account the fact that the scattering by the 
nuclear spins has little influence on the kinetics of the 
conduction electrons. Then (8) takes the form 

[ a f (e) + _.!._ f (e) ][ 1 + ;;;,d (e) 21'1d2 _ J 
oe T w,ph(e) ms2r-

=-of(e) _E_ [ 1 +,;,,;(e)+ ,;,",(:_)_l 
i)e 3 Wsph(e) -

(20) 
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where w ... (E) are the momentum-relaxation frequen
cies of electrons with energy E, and {3 = cE/ sH is the 
Mach number of the electron beam. A similar equation 
was obtained by Kazarinov and Skobov [3 J. Writing down 
the solution of this equation in the form 

• de' 
/(e)= C exp{- ~ T(e') }. 

[ .. { • de' }]-' 
C = n0 ) deg(e)exp -) T(e') (21) 

0 0 

(no is the concentration of the conduction electrons), 
we get 

T(e)=T[1 + ll2 <;;,ph(e)+~si(e)+;•d(e) J. 
3 - 2/'J.r?- - (22) 

COsph(e) + - 2- COsd(e) 
mse 

To calculate the dependence of the frequencies 
w ... (E) on the energies we take into account in formu
las (9)-(12) only processes of scattering with conser
vation of the spin orientation. Then 

JU.~(p + /iq, + IP. +) 12 ~ qt', (23) 

where t' = 1 and Wsph (E) = wsph ( e/T )112 for acoustic 
phonons, t' = 0 and Wsi sd (E) = Wsi sd ( e/T )112, for 

' ' ~ ( ) neutral and magnetic impurities and t' = -4 and Wsi E 

= Wsi ( e/T )-3 12 for ionized impurities. Here w ... is 
the momentum relaxation of frequency of electrons 
with energy E = T. 

From (17) we can now readily calculate the functions 
S (E). In the case of scattering of conduction electrons 
by phonons and nonmagnetic impurities, the matrix 
elements of the interaction with spin flip, which enter 
in this equation, are the result of the spin-orbit coup
ling. The dependence of these matrix elements on the 
momentum is determined by the crystal symmetry. 
We shall assume that the extremum of the carrier 
energy is situated at the center or on the border of the 
Brillouin zone; then [4 ] 

IU ... q(p + liq, + IP, -) 12 ~ l2p + /iq + 2mVI 2q1, (24) 

where t = 3 for acoustic phonons in crystals with in
version center and t = 1 if there is no inversion center; 
t = 2 for nonmagnetic impurities. 

For scattering by magnetic impurities and nuclear 
spins, we shall assume, as usual, that 
~d sn ( P + liq, + I p, -) 12 = const (contact interaction). 
We then obtain from ( 17) 

S(e)= LS1(e)T!/(e) / ~ T!i1 (e), 
i i 

(25) 

where Si (E) and Tli (E) are the values of the function 
S (e) and the time of longitudinal spin-lattice relaxa
tion of the conduction electrons with energy E for the 
i-th scattering mechanism. We present below expres
sions obtained from (17) for Si (E) and T1i (E), 

a) acoustic phonons: 

t+3 rT(e) J 
Sph(e)= y2 1l2 - 3--y3 (t+ 1) (t+ 3) T-1 

b) nonmagnetic impurities: 

S;(e) = y2~'(t + 4) ( 3, Tu-'(e) = T"-'(e j T)<t+>ll2; (27) 

c) magnetic impurities: 

tJ. [T(e) J -t -1( e )''• (28) Sd(e)=- !'J.: -T--1 , T,a (e)= Tta T . 

Here T1 ... are the values of the longitudinal spin
lattice relaxation times T1 .•. (E) for E = T; 
y = ( ms2/2e )112• 

4. By calculating the integrals encountered in 
formula (18), with the exception of the integrals with 
respect to the energy, we obtain an explicit expression 
for the nuclear polarization I* in terms of the obtained 
functions f ( E) and S ( E ) : 

, co,..(E) ( f' )-• r 
I = (E)+ J def(e)e J def(e)e · 

COns <Onl 0 0 

xf 1- !'J., [s(e)--2 v•~· Jl_T_+ COni • 
~ !'J.,. 3 fT(e) COns(E)+cont' 

(29) 

, :n: )''·r 1-r co,.,(E)= COna(O) \ 4T J /(e)ede J f(e)e'l•de. 
0 0 

(30) 

Formulas (29) and (30) determine the change ~f the 
nuclear magnetization and of the frequency of the hy
perfine relaxation of the nuclear spins in the presence 
of a strong current of hot electrons. 

Let us consider the case when the energy of the hot 
electrons is scattered by acoustic phonons and the mo
mentum is scattered by phonons and neutral impurities. 
Then 

: ( 8) ""' T' = 1 + J!:. ;;;sph + ~Bi • 

T 3 COsph 
(31) 

A. The magnetization of the electron current relaxes 
on nonmagnetic impurities. Then 

r = __!__[ 1 _ ~ y2~2 t + 2 J __ co....c":.::..'.:....(O_,_)_T'_''_' _ 
T' l'J.n T' 3 COns (0) T"f, +COni 

+ COnt y = (ms'/2T) 't.. (32) 
COns(O) T"f, +'COn! ' 

when the magnetic moments of the nuclei and of the 
electrons are positive, the relative nuclear polariza
tion first decreases like {32, after which it reverses 
sign and reaches a maximum absolute value 

• l'J., _ .;;;sph . co,.,(O) (33) I max ~ - Y -----''-""---i __ ::.::...o_...:.__ 

/'J.n COsi + COs ph COns (0) + COn! 

at electron-current Mach numbers of the order of 

~!ax ~ - COs~h (34) 
co8; + Wsph 

and then begins to decrease in absolute magnitude like 
{3-2 at wns > Wnl and like f3-l at Wns < Wnl (see the 
figure, case a). 

B. The magnetization of the electron current re
laxes on acoustic phonons. Then 

1 { tJ. [ v·~· t - 1 T* - 1 r=- 1-_!!_ -~--<"'(t+1)(t+3)n''•--
T" l'J.n T' 3 r T""' 

( 1 2p•t+1)]} co,.,(O)T''I• Wnt (35) 
X + 3 t+2 COns(O)T""+wnt + COns(O)T"1•+cont. [ 2~2 4!l2e J 

X 1 +3-3(t+2)T(e) ' 

r;;~(e) = r,;~(e/T)<t+2l''; 
(26) If y(wsi + wsph)/Wsph < 1, the main contribution to 

the polarization is made by the first term in the square 
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bracket of (35), and then I* behaves, at Mach numbers 
that are not too large, just as in the case of impurity 
spin scattering. At low temperatures, the electron 
momentum is scattered principally by impurities, so 
that the inverse inequality f( Wsi + Wsph)/wsph > 1 
may be satisfied" Then the main contribution to the 
polarization of the nuclei is made by the second term 
in the square bracket of (35). I* first increases like 
(32, and then reaches a maximum at i3max (34), with 

]' L'!, - 3 Wn, (0) (3B) 
max ~ ~n Y w,, (0) + Wnl 

With further increase of the Mach number, I* decreases 
like f3-l if Wns > wnz, and tends to a constant limit 

~s- ;;;,ph Wn, (0) 
,__.._y3-_-~-, 

~n Wsi Wn/ 

if Wns < wnz (case b in the figure). 
C. The magnetization of the electron beam relaxes 

on magnetic impurities. In this case 

]' = _1_ [1 + ~d(T' _ 1)] Wn,(O)T"f, + . Wnl • ( 37) 
T' ~n Wns (0) T"!. + Wnl Wn, (0) T"J. + Wnl 

The relative polarization of the nuclei increase for 
small j3 like (32; when j3 > J3max as given by formula 
(34), I* tends to a constant value ~.6.d/.6.n if Wns 
> wnz, and increases in proportion to j3 if Wns < Wnl 
(case c in the figure). 

Finally, let us consider the case when the energy of 

;·~---'--~- Jl 

I'~ 
a 

f3' 

;~, ttl~ ", 
,~p 

~ -~' 

I* t r\b 1' 
b' 

I 

~~ 
~p 

I - ' Ll'/3 / "-~a' 
I "~- / 

/ 
'/ .// 

-jl' -i' 
fl 0 

c c 
• _flo-- !* -j3 

/ 
./--

/ / /£;:,'13 ~[J// 

/ I / / 
./ 

/ / 
I "'z I .--, 

~jl -p 
g jl 0 f3 

Relative increase of nuclear polarization as a function of the Mach 
number of the current of hot electrons. a, a'- case of relaxation of 
magnetization of the hot electrons on nonmagnetic impurities. b, b'- on 
acoustic phonons, c, c'- on ma\netic impurities; a, b, c - the electron 
energy relaxes on acoustic phonons and the momentum on phonons and 
neutral impurities; a', b', c'- the same for acoustic phonons and ionized 
impurities. The solid curves correspond to predominance of the hyper
fine interaction in the relaxation of the nuclear spins, and the dashed 
lines correspond to predominance of the spin-lattice interaction. 

the hot electrons relaxes on acoustic phonons, and the 
momentum relaxes on ionized impurities. 

T(e)= r[1+~ !•i (__e_f]. (38) 
3 Wsph T 

When % J3'tlsi/Wsph < 1, the relative polarization I* 
of the nuclei varies like ¢ for all the electron-mag
netization relaxation mechanisms. When Y3 f32wsdwsph 
> 1 we have 

r (2/s) ( ;;;,; )'/• ,, (39) 
Wn,(E) = Wns(O)-- \--- ~ ', 

2 Wsph 

and the absolute value of I* is determined by the 
following expressions (we have written out the formu
las for the case wns > wnz only, when hyperfine inter
action is the main mechanism of nuclear-spin relaxa
tion). 

A'. The electron magnetization relaxes on nonmag
netic impurities. Then 

I • L'!, - 2 ( ;;;sph \'1• A'/ 
~ --y -_-, t-' '· 

fln Wsi ' 

(40) 

B'. The electron magnetization relaxes on acoustic 
phonons and rwsi/wsph > 1. Then 

I'~ ~"Vi/ ;;;~ph )"' ~· (41) 
fln \ Wsi 

C '. The electron magnetization relaxes on magnetic 
impurities. Then 

J' ~ L'!d / ~n- (42) 

When Wns (E) < wnz, the expressions (40) -(42) 
must be multiplied by Wns (E)/ wnz, where Wns (E) is 
given by (39). The dependence of the relative polariza
tion of the nuclei on the Mach number for the case un
der consideration is shown in the figure, cases a) b), 
and c). 

Let us estimate the order of magnitude of the nu
clear polarization for the case of n-InSb at helium 
temperatures. Under these conditions, the momentum 
of the electron current relaxes on the impurities; as
suming that the relaxation of the energy is due to 
scattering by acoustic phonons, we have w sil w sph 
~ 10-102 • The parameter y equals under these con
ditions ~ 10-\ for the nuclei ln11 s, Sb12\ and Sb123 we 
have .6.s/.6.n ~ lOs. Thus, when wns > Wnl the maxi
mum polarization of the nuclei is I* max~ 10-102 in 
scattering of the electron magnetization by nonmag
netic impurities, and I*max ~ 102 in the scattering of 
the spin by acoustic phonons. On the other hand, if the 
fluctuation of the spin of the electron current relaxes 
on magnetic impurities, then I*max ~ 104 (it is as
sumed that gd ~ 2). According to (34), these values of 
the nuclear polarization are obtained at relatively 
small values of the Mach number of the current of hot 
electrons, j3 ~ 10-1• In magnetic fields H ~ 10 5 Oe, 
this corresponds to an electric field intensity 
E ~ 10 V/cm. 

The greatest nuclear polarization corresponds for 
the mechanisms under consideration to the case of 
relaxation of electron spins on magnetic impurities. 
In our calculation, however, we did not take into ac
count the finite relaxation time of the impurity fluctua
tions due to impurity interaction with the lattice. Al
lowance for this fact leads to a decrease in the nuclear 
polarization; the stronger the deviation of the impurity 
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magnetization from the thermodynamic-equilibrium 
value, the greater this decrease C2J. However, if the 
conduction-electron concentration is much smaller than 
the concentration of the magnetic impurities, the latter 
remain practically in equilibrium. In such a case our 
results are valid. 
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